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~ 
 MIMI YOUNG 

I need concentration, without distraction, without interruption. 

Creation exists in the Void of Yin, in her Womb. 
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WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and traditional 
territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus�ueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (S�uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations, 

otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator. 
 

�e thing with working with spirits and the Unseen in general, is that some days, I am drenched with unspeakable longing. 
I am le� unreasonable and crazy-eyed. Yet, rooted into an unperturbed knowing, emitting pheromones of radiance. I share 
more of this relationship with the Unseen in September's feature story, MORE NOTES TO SELF, a selection of new entries 
from my personal journal. My intention is that you experience a sense of familiarity and closeness with yourself and with 

the Unseen.  
  

Fall typically brings in a return to routine and activity, and this year this return is perhaps more welcomed than previous 
years as we desire to experience more grounding connections with humans and other energies, visible and invisible. For 

those who are looking to root and anchor via the body, I've included two recipes from my heritage that o�er the rest and 
savouriness I o�en crave this time of the year. 

 
I'm tremendously excited to announce my new series, EVOKING YOUR BUSINESS + PRO�ECT, kicking o� October 3! 
�is is NOT a traditional, colonialistic business training series; no business-as-usual rhetoric or textbook theory will be 

presented. Rather, a refreshing alternative rooted in practical wisdom around e�ective small business practice that is rooted 
in earth-based spirituality, ancestral connection, Cosmic cycles, and inclusion so that you can launch, grow, and sustain 
your business or other large project in an integrous and circular way while also being viable. Click here for more info!  

  
I also hope to see you on Sunday, September 19 for an all-day online retreat, UNDER AN ANCIENT SKY, spotlighting 

Chinese Divination and Chinese Astrology. EARLY BIRD TICKETS AVAILABLE UNTIL SEPT 2. 
 
 

I'm currently �aking a short break from Skin + Aura Care production; all orders will be fulfilled the week of September 20. �ank you for 

your patience and continued support!! XXOO 

 
 
 

With love, 
  
  
 

 Mimi Young 
Editor of Unseen Magazine + Founder of Ceremonie 

  
PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine 

for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta�ing of myself 
@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by 

using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page. �ank you 

for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free. 

Letter from the Editor

https://shopceremonie.com/shop/under-an-ancient-sky-online-retreat-in-chinese-divination-astrology/
https://shopceremonie.com/learn/evoking-your-business-project/




Congee is one of my favourite go-tos when I wish to stay anchored, reconnect with my ancestors (since it's an ancestral food), 
and warm my body up as the weather begins to cool in September. �e following are meant to be loose guidelines rather than 

precise ones; cook with feeling and cook to taste.
 

 INGREDIENTS 
7-8 cups Taiwanese chicken bone broth or kombu broth* OR simply use water 

1 cup white rice / brown rice (long or short grain), wash and soak for 12 hours prior to cooking 
1 (3") piece ginger, thinly sliced 

1-2 strips of astragalus (optional) 
1-2 fresh green onion (do not cut) 

2 garlic cloves 
1 tbsp miso 

  
INSTRUCTIONS 

Place broth / water, rice, ginger, garlic, green onion, and salt in slow cooker. Cover and cook on low 8 hours. Very traditional 
congee is with white rice and salt ONLY. 

Remove ginger, garlic, green onion, astragalus. Stir.  
 Divide congee among bowls. Serve with an assortment of toppings alongside - such as sauteed mushrooms, spinach, bok 

choi, shredded chicken, brined e�s.  
 Top with chopped cilantro, julienned ginger, green onions, gomashio, and/or a drizzle of sesame oil 

  
  

VARIATIONS 
Try using  millet or buckwheat groats instead of brown rice 

 
 At the start of the cooking process... 

Try adding ¼ cup of goji 
Try adding 1/4 cup of pre-soaked mungbeans 

Try adding 1 peeled and chopped yam or ½ kabocha s�uash 
 
 
 
  

For more recipes, check these two On-Demand E�Courses 
 

RECIPE  

CL AS SIC  CONGE E  

w ith  ad a pt at ions
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NOURISHING IMMUNITY

RECIPES FOR GUT, BRAIN + SKIN
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UN

ANCI

 CHINESE DI

LIVE



NDER AN 

IENT SKY 

AN ONLINE RETREAT IN  

VINATION +  ASTROLOGY 

 

SEPTEMBER 19,  2021  

9 :30AM-6PM PST 

E-STREAM WITH REPLAY 

EARLY BIRD TIX AVAILABLE UNTIL 9.2

https://shopceremonie.com/shop/under-an-ancient-sky-online-retreat-in-chinese-divination-astrology/


UNDER AN 

ANCIENT SKY 

A N  ON LI N E  R E T R E AT  I N  CH I N E SE  

DI V I NAT ION  +  AST ROLO GY  

9. 19. 2021  

 

Join Mimi Young, for this much 

anticipated whole-day, live-stream 

retreat, to engage in ceremony, 

interact with, and explore aspects of 

ancient Chinese divination and 

astrology in honouring, relatable, 

and uplifting ways. In this 8.5 hour 

immersion and activation, learn 

how to engage with deep wisdom, 

envision new routes, and invite 

spirit companionship — the Unseen 

of the East invites us to anchor in 

trust, while also remaining nimble 

amidst change so we can live 

fruitfully, confidently, and with 

intention.

MORE ABOUT THIS RETREAT
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S U N D A Y ,  S E P T E M B E R  1 9 ,  2 0 2 1   

F R O M  9 : 3 0 A M  -  6 P M  P S T  

L I V E - S T R E A M  R E T R E A T  W I T H  R E P L A Y  L I N K S  

  

 

Sitting with Tea as our Teacher, you are invited into a portal of ancient learning that holds 

and predates Daoist tradition. Create your own set of Yin and Yang divinatory tools 

informed by Mimi’s Han Taiwanese ancestry. Actively engage in guided spell work as you 

receive answers from Ancient Voices. Receive an in-depth foundation of Chinese 

Astrology including how your sign is influenced by Yin and Yang, and by the influencing 

elements of Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, or Water. Make sense of the element ruling a lunar 

sign, as well as the rising, in both your personal life or as patterns in the collective.  

  

 

  Retreat Itinerary and Topics of Study (times set in PST) 
9:30AM - 10AM 

Welcome + Land Acknowledgement 

Opening Tea Ceremony  

 

10AM - 11:30 AM 

MAKE YOUR OWN DAOIST DIVINATION TOOL + CEREMONY 

Yin + Yang Wisdom 

Making our own Bwa Bway Divination Tool  

Guided Spell Ceremony 

 

12:15PM - 12:30PM 

Stillness with Tea as Teacher 

 

12:30PM - 2:30PM 

CHINESE ASTROLOGY - session 1 

Meet the Animal Archetypes

Wu Xing (The 5 Elements) 
 

3:15 - 3:30PM 

Stillness with Tea as Teacher 

 

3:30PM - 5:30PM 

CHINESE ASTROLOGY - session 2 

Ruling Aspects: Yin, Yang, and the Elements 

Rising Signs 

Lunar Years, Archetypes + the Elements 

 

5:30PM - 6PM(ish) 
Closing Tea Ceremony 

Sound + Syllable 

Blessings 

 

 

 

GET EARLY BIRD TICKETS

https://shopceremonie.com/shop/under-an-ancient-sky-online-retreat-in-chinese-divination-astrology/


INGREDIENTS 
 dozen e�s 

1 slice ginger 
2 garlic cloves 
1 green onion 
2 star anise 

1 cinnamon stick 
2 bay leaves 

3  tablespoons Chinese red/black tea leaves (do not use English black tea) 
½ cup tamari / soy sauce 

1 tbsp honey 
2-3 tbsp Chinese cooking wine 

1 teaspoon sugar 
approx 6-8 cups water 

ice (for ice bath) 
 
 

  INSTRUCTIONS 
Bring the e�s to room temperature by leaving them out of refrigerator for a couple hours.  

 (�is prevents cracking when they are boiling). 
  

In the meantime, prepare the brine by adding all ingredients minus the e�s to a medium pot.  
 

 Bring the mixture to a boil, and the turn the heat down to a simmer for 10 minutes, with the lid on.  
 �en turn o� the heat, and let it cool completely. 

  
Bring another pot of water to a boil. Once boiling, gently lower the e�s into the boiling water using a slotted spoon.  

 Let the e�s cook in the boiling water for 6 minutes (if using medium e�s) / 7-8 mins (if using large e�s) / 8-9 mins (if 
using extra large e�s). 

 
�en remove e�s from boiling water and allow them to sit in an ice bath until completely cooled. 

 
Once the e�s are cooled completely, lightly crack the e� shells, to allow space for the brine to seep into the e�, and to stain 

the e� with the 'stain glass' look. 
  

Brine the e�s for 24 hours in the refrigerator, making sure all the e�s are completely submerged in the sauce base. A�er 24 
hours, remove the shells.  

 
 Serve by e�s by themselves or with congee! (Recipe on page 9) 

 
 
  

For more recipes, check these two On-Demand E�Courses: 

RECIPE  

CH A  Y E  DA N  

(CH I N E SE  T E A-BR I N E D  EG G S )  

NOURISHING IMMUNITY

RECIPES FOR GUT, BRAIN + SKIN
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Surface banter and predictably as armour, a refusal to be 
vulnerably honest. �e safe, the magick cannot take o�. 
  
  
 
How to hold mutually exclusive energies? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
His full cheeks, rosy-brown from the August sun, look like 
pillows, and are interrupted by his thick lashes as he purrs in his 
sleep. �ese nameless, precious moments of being his mama, 
peeking into his bedroom early in the morning, with the 
chirping birds and the curvy breeze as my companions. 
 
  
 
Using spiritual words without awareness, out of context, 
o�entimes as metaphor, and sometimes to self-bene�t (one 
sounds more intelligent, more lyrical, etc), results in the 
denaturing of the various terms' real esoteric meaning, stripping 
their richness, their tradition, their history. 'Medi�ate' being one 
of them. 'Chi', 'mantra', 'channeling', 'priestess', 'alchemy', 'namaste', 
'zen', as other common examples. Language can colonize, too.  
 
 
  
�e incense billowed to create decipherable symbols today. �at 
spirit is around. And the pistachio hue in the dream, how to 
reconcile the undeniable connection? 
 
 
 >> 

�is collection of selected excerpts from my journal is meant to be 
read slowly, ideally with Tea as a companion. Extra leading (white 
space) was added between entries to visually cue pause between. As 
my ancestors have led me to approach September's issue from the
anchor point of food and work (since work traditionally generates 
food and abundance), I will use eating as a me�aphor here: Small 
bites; chew slowly; let it diges�. 
 
 — Mimi XO 
 
 
 
 
Full of self-�uarrels today. Tu�ing, convincing, reproaching 
and corrective, validating, exasperating relentlessly, relentlessly. 
 
 
  
Is there such a thing as being emotionally ambitious? 
 
  
 
�e season of Earth is here. Hot and sticky days, cooler nights. 
Drooping blooms, the �rst leaves browning. Pantries stocked. 
Fantasies of oranges and clays, sweaters, and apple pies. Only 
the mos�uitos seem energetic. 
 
 
 
 

Feature Story

A selection from my personal journal,  

June -  August 2021   

 

MOR E  NOT E S  TO  SE LF

 

I am an archetype. 

But why do I 

sometimes catch 

myself being my 

own counterfeit? 
 

Into different 

vectors I go... 
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A select ion from my personal  journal ,   

June -  August  2021   

 

M O R E  N O T E S  T O  S E L F

They were invitations 

to move in a way we 

hadn’t yet explored, 

yet, the honesty felt 

too naked, too 

unprotected. And 

then the retreating, 

while I wait and 

wonder when the 

emergence may be 

again. With every 

waft as a reminder, 

even if there is only 

minor semblances. 
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I need 

concentration, 

without 

distraction, 

without 

interruption. 

Creation  

 exists in the  

 Void of Yin,  

 in her  

 Womb. 

 

I could have moved straight ahead, though instead wandered all 
sides, asymmetrically, with inexperience as the Sacred Fool, 
silently taking mental notes, and then embodying them. 
E�ciently, no; thoroughly and ardently, yes. 
 
  
 
Wish I had su�cient gall to tell him that his shit—contrary to 
his self-delusion—stinks tremendously. Instead, with stretched 
patience (and perhaps the naive sense of hope that he wants to 
get it; hope springs eternal a�er all), I prudently explained 
again and again. �en again. Where was the bra-burner in me? 
I’m disappointed with myself, yet also know the cost of being 
her. �at prudence— ie. female sweetness—is both an admission 
of the witch’s wound and the insurance against accumulating 
another one. 
 
  
 
 Every “informed”, “conscious”, “feminist” man was educated by a 
woman. �e labour came from a woman. 
 
  
 
�e land spirits point to width and possibility, rather than 
narrowness and rigidity. 
 
  
 
�ere are moments when I glimpse into my re�ection and am 
jolted by warm beauty I did not think I had. Other days, the 
hopelessness of dysmorphia. 
 
  
 
I am her. And all who came before her. 
 
 
  
K: “My favourite salad is chicken salad, and my favourite part of 
chicken salad is the chicken.” 
 
  
  
 A spirit appeared today and opened a door. Tells me to look at 
things myself. Reminds me that I already have the key to peer 
when I want to. 
 
  
>> 
  
 

A select ion from my personal  journal ,   

June -  August  2021   

 

M O R E  N O T E S  T O  S E L F



We laugh until we forget why we were even laughing: tears running 
down our faces, snorts, hiccups, and howling ourselves hoarse. 
Laughing, like sex, is most pleasurable when we abandon self-
consciousness, and allow ourselves to be inelegant and even ugly. 
 
 
  
�at attention to care, while taking out the compost, replying to a 
message, folding a receipt. Maybe if I practised this more, I would 
embody more care towards my inner life, more tenderness in my 
passing thoughts. Sweetly, slowly, �rm and honest, gracious, 
modeling from how Nature takes slow care. 
 
 
  
3D face to face and on-screen, it’s all reality, if we make it. 
 
  
 
Taking in the whole world through my nose, Earth speaks to me. 
 
 
  
�e thing with working with spirits and the Unseen in general, is 
that some days, I am drenched with unspeakable longing. I am le� 
unreasonable and crazy-eyed. Yet, rooted into an unperturbed
knowing, emitting pheromones of radiance. 
 
 
 
When in the occasional black mood, it feels anything but occasional. 
  
  
 
Mom surprised me with a single text today: I love you, with a heart 
emoji! Stunned, I didn’t know how to respond but to reciprocate, 
grateful that I could have some space behind the screen, to feel in 
private without any additional urges to further elaborate. 
 
 
  
Met a tiny newborn today. �e little snorts, the translucent skin, the 
curious eyes, the scent of sweet butter. 
 
  
  
�e spirit is ahead of me, leaving behind scent as tracks. He lets it 
linger so I can learn to recognize his musk, to feel his unfamiliarity, 
and trace his edges. And as I get to know this spirit, he gently and 
modestly indicates he already knows me. 

We 

are 

the 

spell. 
 
 

A select ion from my personal  journal ,   

June -  August  2021   

 

M O R E  N O T E S  T O  S E L F
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�inking of me again, I ask. 
Still, not again, he answers. 
 
 
  
How do we cross the impossible abyss? 
 
 
  
I have looked out this window tens of thousands of times. And 
each time I look, it is a new window, framing a new scene. A 
living landscape on the east-facing wall. 
 
 
  
 
When I am not busy, who am I? 
 
 
  
�e (white, male) doctor insists his answers are more intelligent 
than my �uestions. How one must be a disagreeable patient to 
get the care she needs. 
 
  
 
If I knew it’s a joyride of a lifetime that then turns into puzzling 
set backs, catastrophic pain, and wretched rage, would I dare? 
�en why the senseless pull to jump into the moving car? May 
my Capricorn Moon anchor me in sturdiness; and may my 
A�uarius Sun take a long term view! 
 
 
  
�e expectations of the individual and archetypal mother is too 
burdensome to bear. 
 
 
  
Pulled out the large, living homemade miso jars from the lower 
cabinet that does not see the Sun’s showering rays. �e hour has 
come. Gingerly, the muslin veils are li�ed, weights carefully 
removed, my anticipation rises as the wa�s of the umami notes 
�oat outwards. And then the tasting — seeing each of their 
sublime faces and locking eyes. �e briny, oceanic �uality of the 
Nettle-Mugwort Miso; the unsurpassable blush of Elder�ower 
Miso; the beholding of he�y secret treasure with the Cacao 
Miso. Fermentation as an example of transcendence. 
 
  
 
▢

A select ion from my personal  journal ,   

June -  August  2021   

 

M O R E  N O T E S  T O  S E L F

Are any of us 

truly 

nameable? 
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EVOKE Y

BUSINE

PROJECT SE

STA RT I NG  O C T  3 ,  2021



YOUR 

ESS + 

ERIES 

Conjure, activate, and expand your new or existing small 

business or big project by integrating pragmatic business and 

creation skills, with the support and alignment of earth-based 

principles and supernatural practices. This unconventional 

business program is for you if you are neither seeking 

permission from toxic establishments nor are participating in 

them; rather, you have a longing to birth your business or 

passion project in a way that is intuitive, spirit-collaborated, 

and responsible, while also being viable, efficient, and 

contributing towards an equitable future for all.

LEARN MORE

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/evoking-your-business-project/


This 18-week live-stream series, an extension of the 

wildly embraced Mystery Mentorship, is about a 

consequential redistribution of power, as there is NO 

gate-keeping, ‘popular folks club’, or ‘boss babes’ 

preservation. This series on effective business is about 

rebellious inclusion and remaining rooted in your 

being-ness. You are invited to say NO more to 

perspectives and methods that keep you meager, and 

YES to what champions your possibilities. I will help 

folks exorce extractive and status-quo programming, 

bias and other forms of poison, relentlessly guide you 

how to call up the magick that is inherent in all of us, 

and support you in the activation of your unique, 

personal archetype as you materialize your dream 

business or dream project. As you step into your 

originality, you will understand that sovereignty acts 

as the conduit for the alchemy of viable money and a 

purposeful life. 
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LEARN MORE
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Have ideas for a business, yet unsure where to begin. 

 

Know you have something to contribute to the world via a project such 

as a book, a podcast, a documentary, or other venture, yet are feeling 

scattered and overwhelmed. 

 

Are leading a new project at their workplace, creating a new home, or 

aspire to some other type of big dream/goal. 

 

Feeling confused, inundated, and under-resourced by the tasks in your 

existing business or project, and want to call in more clarity, alignment, 

flow, and balance. 

 

Feel pressured to conform, be on-trend, and palatable, yet, deep down, 

you know your truth needs to be spoken, your authenticity felt, and 

your originality seen. 

 

Don’t resonate with the traditional or extractive models of business / 
creation, and are desiring to take a more responsible, intuitive, and 

sustainable approach that is rooted in ancient, supernatural principles! 

This is for 

you because 

you... 

 



LEARN MORE
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BIRTH 

YOUR 

DREAM. 

YOUR 

OWN 

WAY. 



This is NOT a traditional, colonialistic business training series; no 

business-as-usual rhetoric or textbook theory will be presented. Rather, 

a refreshing alternative rooted in practical wisdom around effective 

small business practice that is rooted in earth-based spirituality, 

ancestral connection, Cosmic cycles, and inclusion so that you can 

launch, grow, and sustain your business or other large project in an 

honouring, integrous, and circular way.  

 

Based on the Wu Xing (the 5 Phases / Elements), the I Ching, and core 

shamanism, discover the essentials in business practice and reject the 

non-essential ones, so you can embrace who you naturally are instead 

of feeling pressured to conform into homogeneity, and in doing so, 

strategically allocate your resources, so you can focus on bringing your 

unique, destined work to the world. 

 

Be part of a mature and respectful container that prioritizes safe, 

grounded leadership and meaningful community that will lovingly 

challenge you with unvarnished honesty, encouraging you to step into 

your personal archetype as an entrepreneur / birther of dreams. 

 

Learn essential skills including but not limited to general operations, 

branding, digital marketing, content creation, pitching, team building, 

sales, and time management wisdom that leads to ease and connection 

(instead of urgency and burnout), and other necessary skills that are 

spirit allies-collaborated. 

 

This is your moment. Now is your time to evoke your life work in the 

form of your own business or passion project. The spirits say it’s time. 

LEARN MORE

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/evoking-your-business-project/


TERM 1 DATES + BREAKDOWN 

9 Weekly Studies ranging 2-3 hours per session 

October 3, 10, 17, 24, November 7, 14, 2021 

 

Peer Practicum 

October 31, November 21, 2021 

 

Group Ceremony + Witnessing 

November 28, 2021 

 

 

TERM 1 TOPICS OF STUDY: THE INVISIBLE NOW VISIBLE 

Your Business / Project is an Alchemical Being: Meet It Shamanically 

Your Elements: Your Strengths, Your Limits 

 

Working with Your Light and Shadow  

Altar Egos + Personas for Your Business / Project 

Cosmic Board of Directors: Calling In Your Business’ / Project’s Spirit Allies 

Workspaces as the Active Altars 

 

Identifying the Essential Currents For Your Specific Business / Project 

Shamanic Art Therapy: An Inspired Business Vision  

Chaos Spellwork for Business 

 

A New World: Decolonizing + Non-Extractive Business Principles 

Intuitive Branding + Integrous Language 

 

Zero Waste Resources 

Approaching Licenses, Registration, Insurance, etc Magickally 

Money, Pricing, Boundaries + Terms 

The Eternal in Your Calendar: Circular Time Management 

 

Un-usual Operations 

Listening with Confidence: Innovate, Test Your Ideas, Respond 

Business Audits: Reflection, Assessment, Appreciation, Evolution 

 

 

LEARN MORE

https://shopceremonie.com/learn/evoking-your-business-project/


TERM 2 DATES + BREAKDOWN 

9 Weekly Studies ranging 2-3 hours per session 

January 9, 16, 30, February 6, 13 2022 

 

Peer Practicum 

February 20, 2022 

 

Wisdom of the Counsel, Needs, Solutions 

February 27, 2022 

 

Group Celebration Ceremony + Sharing 

March 6, 2022 

 

2-Month Post-Series Accountability + Support  

April 24, 2022 

 

 

TERM 2 TOPICS OF STUDY: THE VISIBLE NOW EMBODIED 

You are Your Archetype 

Cultivating Your Team and How to Afford It 

Boundaries as Branding + Marketing 

 

Real-It And You’ll Make It 

Exceptional, Magickal Service 

Self Care as Business Strategy 

Forest for the Trees: Good is Good Enough > Perfection 

 

Decolonized Marketing 

Pragmatic Digital Marketing 

Heart-Centered Content Creation 

Power of Kits, Templates, Tables 

 

Cross Pollination + Brand Integration 

Consequential PR 

 

When You Are Not Sure: Channeling Your Business’ Spirit Allies 

Wu Xing, Chinese Astrology: Rhythms + Cycles for Business/Project Building 

 

Contents may be slightly edited and rearranged in sequence to best serve the group. 
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“I am floored by the results, thank you. 

I was about to leave this job and all I 

needed is a good spell turns out." 
— Olena P @OPAZDERSKA 

PRAISE 

FOR 

MIMI 

“The way you teach, however, gives life to what 

are often conveyed as concepts. You have a way 

of returning their power and voice to them” 
— Charlene Chang @ETRECHAR 

“Mimi is a true teacher in that she is not here to just repeat 

her own knowledge; she does the more difficult work of 

guiding her students to make discoveries for themselves. [She 

offers] an incredibly comprehensive and flexible course that 

can help you rediscover magical living in a way that is 

nourishing, grounded, and responsible.” 
— Ethan Hardy @ethanhardyethan 

 

"... I feel honoured to be mentored by this 

revered witch. She is a crone with wisdom that 

brings me to my knees. 

— Megan Oxley @MGNOXLEY 

 

"I don't feel that words quite have enough nuance for me to pinpoint the 

gratitude that I hold and the depth of value that I find in Mimi's 

wisdom and guidance. I want to acknowledge that, by stepping into who 

she is and by walking the path she is on. ...Now that we see a path—
understanding that we all have our own paths—we can begin to walk 

towards it. Thank you, Mimi for putting language to that mysterious 

force and doing the difficult work of translation so we can understand 

the meaning behind our shared folk practices. I am very grateful, and I 

appreciate you." 
— Jenny Lau @JMEOWWWW 



Ceremonie is a WOC-owned esoteric business that aims to 

impart extensive ancient and practical wisdom so you can 

restore your connection to the Unseen within your inner and 

outerworlds, actively receive the support of your spirit allies, 

break negative patterns, and celebrate your path with 

confidence.  

 

The business started the last few days in December 2015, 

while Mimi was on maternity leave with her second child, 

with no formal business school training, no business plan (or 

any other plan for that matter), a very modest amount of 

‘rainy day’ savings, and no ‘special connection’ in the 

industry. 

 

Ceremonie launched with only one client (her mom), and has 

since grown to have a meaningful, global reach. Mimi's work 

has been celebrated by Goop, Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and 

Refinery29, and has appeared on over 30 podcasts including 

Almost 30, Hey Girl, So You Think You’re Intuitive, and 

Healers without employing a PR agency. 

 

Instead, Mimi approached her business through the animist’s 

lens of collaboration, where decisions were made collectively 

with Nature. her ancestors and other spirit allies, and where 

she worked with a combination of trust, grit, a willingness to 

stay receptive, and her embracing of chaos magick and other 

forms of esoteric craft.   

 

Mimi created the EVOKING YOUR BUSINESS + PROJECT 

Series not because you need to learn and earn knowledge and 

skill in order to build a project or launch business; rather, it’s 

because she is keen on witnessing you allowing yourself to 

love what you love doing and to bring that love fully to life.

LEARN MORE

ABOUTMIMI
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REMOTE 

SHAMANIC 

READING 

BOOKINGS 

NOW OPEN 

FOR SEPT + 

OCT SPOTS!



Shamanic journeying is the oldest cross-

cultural spiritual practice in existence. Using a 

rattle and drum, one has the ability to enter 

an altered state of consciousness and travel 

between the Unseen worlds. Traveling on your 

behalf, spirit communicator and occultist 

Mimi Young will embark on a sacred 

shamanic journey and provide you with her 

discoveries via a scheduled, live 60 minute 

video call (with replay link).

"Thank you with all my heart, Mimi. It's amazing the 

'coincidences' I'm noting. ...I'm just in shock and crying. 

Thank you so much and xie xie." 
—Mona Mok 

Founder of Feeding Mama @FEEDINGMAMA

“I have had the honour of engaging with Mimi to journey for me on 

a number of occasions. Through this very personalized work, Mimi’s 

gift has afforded me an immense expansion of who I am on this 

earth. Understanding my life at a very different level has provided 

me with a guidance and knowledge that I wouldn’t otherwise have 

access to. Mimi’s ability of access this realm is beyond anything I 

imagined, until I experienced it. She is sweet, caring, generous and 

provides a level of description of her journey’s that created a feeling 

of being right there with her. For anyone who wants to expand their 

experience in this lifetime and is open to all that is available, I 

would strongly recommend engaging with Mimi. Thank you so much 

dear sweet Mimi, your gift to the world is priceless.” 
—Patti Telford 

Registered Nurse + Functional Nutritionist

BOOK NOW

https://shopceremonie.com/private-sessions/remote-shamanic-readings/


P ODCAST 

 SP OTLIGHTS
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I was on �OY IS NOW! Join me and host Lisa Anderson Scha�er for two back-to-back 
episodes. In Episode 52, we do a deep and beautiful dive into the state of longing. We 

talk music, romance, and the creative process in relation to the emotion. For Episode 53, 
themed THESE THREE THINGS, we talk befriending beasts and devils, being with 

change, and nourishment of all kinds.   
 

�ese two episodes stand out because we barely discuss our work; instead Lisa and I got 
to know each other, discovered our commonality, and relished in the sweetness of 

meaningful conversation. You won't want to miss these gems! 

LISTEN TO �OY IS NOW PODCAST, 
EPISODE 52

LISTEN TO �OY IS NOW PODCAST, 
EPISODE 53, �ese �ree �ings edition

https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1528452936/episode23758797-LONGING-YOUNG-JOY-IS-NOW
https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1528452936/episode23788462-THESE-THREE-THINGS-YOUNG-JOY-IS-NOW


T HE SONG SI NGS I TSE LF 
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September in this part of the world (Coast Salish Lands aka Vancouver, Canada) evokes the 
feeling of Yang's heat tempering, and Yin's cool pheromones dilating. �ere is o�en a return of 
routine, with moments of reaching for those lingering summer pauses. Slowness and restfulness 

don't need to be limited to the hot months of the year, as Dominican-American artist, María 
Isabel, reminds us through her R&B-hip-hop songs. �e track 'Love Song' invites us to take one's 

stride intuitively, palpably, consciously. And so it is. 

LISTEN TO LOVE SONG 
by María Isabel 

https://open.spotify.com/album/03GgLN0bIAtcBT7KIu8NKj?si=4sozi4rvQ2-gvhEvVjh8uw&dl_branch=1


U NSE E N  M AGA Z I N E  IS  P OW E R E D  BY  

F OL K S  L I K E  YO U !

We're now at month 9 for UNSEEN Magazine, a FREE digital resource containing 
helpful information on living in connection and relation with the Unseen and all things 

supernatural. UNSEEN Magazine is created, written, and produced each month by 
myself on unpaid time to help make magick and healing work accessible. 

 
 If you have found this issue or my free content in general on any of my channels helpful 
and supportive, please consider a contribution of $8 (or any amount), to so this labour 

of love thriving can continue. 
 

With immense gratitude, 
 Mimi XO 
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SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL

https://shopceremonie.com/contribution/




UNSEEN

Walking the Hidden Path


